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FAIR USE CLARIFIED

1) Pierre Leval’s law journal article, 1990: “transformative”

2) Judges make “transformative” #1

3) Communities of practice assert best practices in fair use
RESULTS

• Broadcasters program films
• Cablecasters program films
• Filmmakers develop new kinds of projects
• Television/web companies expand their plans
• All insurers of errors and omissions insurance now accept fair use claims
OTHER COMMUNITIES

- Dance archivists
- Communication and film scholars
- Poets
- Online Video makers
- Librarians
- English teachers
- Online Courseware creators
- Journalists
- Visual artists
SOCIAL MEDIA IN THE MIX

• Fair use applies to social media with the same criteria (transformativeness/appropriateness)

• It’s imbedded in all creative practices
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unoriginal genius:
poetry by other means in the new century

marjorie perloff
Week in Review

A shooting in Southwest D.C. early Thursday killed Christopher S. Lalchan. His wife, Dianna Yvone Lalchan, was arrested and ordered held Friday on a charge of second-degree murder in connection with the case.

Irving Jones Jr., 33, was killed in a shooting in Northeast DC early Saturday morning. No arrests have been announced in connection with the case.

Police released surveillance video Thursday of two persons of interest in the fatal shooting of Paul Aime Tanoh Danzo outside a downtown nightclub last week.

ABC 7 News aired an interview Monday with Albrecht Muth from his hospital room at United Medical Center.
Russian Meteor Largest in Century
The explosion rivaled a nuclear blast, but the space rock was still too small for existing advance-warning networks to spot
By Geoff Brumfiel and Nature magazine

A meteor that exploded over Russia this morning was the largest recorded object to strike the Earth in more than a century, scientists say. Infrasound data collected by a network designed to watch for nuclear weapons testing suggests that today's blast released hundreds of kilotons of energy. That would make it far more powerful than the nuclear weapon tested by North Korea just days ago and the largest rock crashing on the planet since a meteor broke up over Siberia's Tunguska river in 1908.

"It was a very, very powerful event,"
A short remixed supercut made from 22 LEGO television commercials for 12 different LEGO themes released between 2009 and 2012. LEGO's marketing aimed at boys has become progressively more aggressive and violent over and now focuses primarily on conflict and combat play scenarios.

This video montage was originally created for Feminist Frequency's webisode: The LEGO Boys Club - LEGO and Gender Part 2
Buffy vs Edward Remix Unfairly Removed by Lionsgate

By JONATHAN  |  Published: JANUARY 9, 2013

UPDATE: On January 10th, less than 48 hours after I published this blog post, I received a one line email from The YouTube Team stating simply “The content has been reinstated.” No explanation or other information was provided. But Buffy vs Edward is now back on YouTube and can be viewed here. The copyright infringement “strike” also appears to be gone as my account is once again in good standing. Read the rest of the story below.

"Buffy vs Edward: Twilight R..." This video is no longer available due to a copyright claim by Lionsgate.

Sorry about that.
Please feel free to share this presentation in its entirety. For excerpting, kindly employ the principles of fair use.
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